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ABSTRACT
Summary: SPrCY is a web-accessible database which
provides comparison of structure prediction results for the
Saccharomyces cerevisiae genome. This web service offers
the ability to search, analyze and compare the yeast struc-
tural predictions from sequence-only (Superfamily, PDBAA
BLAST and Pfam) and sequence-structure-based (SAM-T02,
3D-PSSM, mGenTHREADER) methods.
Availability: The service is freely available via web at
http://agave.wustl.edu/yeast/
Contact: baker@biochem.wustl.edu

INTRODUCTION
This note presents the SPrCY (Structure Prediction Com-
parison for Yeast) database which compares the predictions
of several fold-recognition techniques to the Saccharomyces
cerevisiae genome. Protein structure prediction is a diverse
and rapidly changing field with the state of the art assessed
every two years at the CASP competition (Moult et al., 2003).
There have been a number of previous structure and func-
tion prediction efforts (Hegyi and Gerstein, 1999; Sanchez
and Sali, 1998) encompassing a wide range of goals and sub-
jects; however, the focus of the SPrCY service is to provide
an insight into three specific questions with respect to the
S.cerevisiae genome: (1) for what fraction of the yeast genome
can significant structural assignments be made using several
different state-of-the-art structure-prediction methods? (2) To
what extent do the various prediction methods provide consist-
ent and accurate structural annotation of the genome? (3) To
what extent can the predicted structures be used to suggest
functional roles for yeast genes? We anticipate the compar-
ison of structure prediction methods provided by SPrCY to be
of interest with the computational biology community, and the
new structural and functional annotations for the yeast genome
to help guide new experimental research on this important
model organism.
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POPULATION OF THE DATABASE
All predictions were obtained from protein translations of
open reading frames (ORFs) of the S.cerevisiae genome
(Cherry et al., 1997) obtained from the SGD website
(http://www.yeastgenome.org) (Dwight et al., 2002; Issel-
Tarver et al., 2002). Each ORF was then processed with a
number of methods as outlined in the following sections. In
addition to the initial population of the database described
here, a subset of the results (Superfamily, SAM-T02, PDBAA
and Pfam) are updated on a monthly basis or as new database
versions become available.

PDBAA. Each ORF was searched against databases of
sequences of proteins with known structures in the Protein
Data Bank (PDB) (Berman et al., 2000a,b) using NCBI
BLAST 2.2.4 (Altschul et al., 1997) using default options.

Superfamily. The SPrCY database also includes
S.cerevisiae results from the Superfamily database (Gough
et al., 2001), which maintains a set of genome matches
to a large number of SCOP-based Hidden Markov Models
(HMMs).

Pfam. The local HMMs from the Pfam database (Bateman
et al., 2004) were used with the HMMER software
(http://hmmer.wustl.edu/) to search the yeast genome using an
E-value cut-off of 10.0. Pfam provides HMMs for both struc-
tural and non-structural domains and therefore complements
data returned from the Superfamily searches.

SAM-T02. The SAM-T02 prediction method (Karplus
et al., 2003) was run on all ORFs (including long ones and
some not accepted as genes by the SGD database). The predic-
tions were carried out at UC Santa Cruz, using a slightly modi-
fied version of the SAM-T02 web server (http://www.cse.
ucsc.edu/research/compbio/HMM-apps/T02-query.html) and
are updated approximately monthly, based on the changes in
the PDB database and the template library.

mGenTHREADER. Each of the 5336 yeast ORFs with
less than 800 amino acids was analyzed via the mGen-
THREADER structure-prediction method (Jones, 1999;
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McGuffin and Jones, 2003). These runs were performed
on the PSIPRED structure-prediction server (http://bioinf.
cs.ucl.ac.uk/psipred/) using the mGenTHREADER fold-
recognition option. The few predictions which matched
sequences to structural templates listed by the PDB as
‘theoretical’ were ignored.

3D-PSSM. Each of the 5336 yeast ORFs with less
than 800 amino acids was analyzed with the 3D-PSSM
method (Fischer et al., 1999; Kelley et al., 2000). Runs
were performed by submission to the 3D-PSSM structure-
prediction server (http://www.sbg.bio.ac.uk/~3dpssm/) using
default options (global-local search, low-complexity filtering,
and five iterations of PSI-BLAST). The few predictions which
matched sequences to structural templates listed by the PDB
as ‘theoretical’ were ignored.

DATABASE AND WEB SERVER FEATURES
The SPrCY website (http://agave.wustl.edu/yeast/) allows
users to search, browse and analyze the generated predictions.
The data obtained from each prediction method was parsed,
cross referenced with different ORF naming schemes (allow-
ing the user greater search options) and entered into a MySQL
database. This database serves as a backend for the web server,
which uses a Python frontend (via the MySQLdb package) to
query the database as prompted by the CGI scripts available
on the main website. The available scripts provide users with
several ways to view the results of these calculations, includ-
ing searches of ORFs and predictions by E-value, ORF name
and PDB template. All available predictions can be viewed for
each ORF, thereby allowing users to compare results between
prediction methods and check for consistency. All website
features are described to facilitate their use.

Additionally, users can browse and analyze the results
in the context of the SCOP structural hierarchy (Lo Conte
et al., 2002; Murzin et al., 1995). The SCOP tree can
be traversed to identify ORFs placed in specific structural
family and the consistency of predictions from the vari-
ous methods can be assessed at each level of the structural
hierarchy.

Finally, putative functional annotation was added to allow
searching/browsing by ORF functional class. All func-
tional assignments were based on the Gene Ontology (GO;
http://www.geneontology.org/) (Ashburner et al., 2000) clas-
sification scheme due to its ease of access and widespread
use in genome annotation. SPrCY also provides utilities to
compare ORF GO IDs with GO IDs associated with pre-
dicted structures, thereby offering an additional tool for user
assessment of structural predictions.

CONCLUSIONS
The SPrCY database and website presents the results
of several structure-prediction methods applied to the
S.cerevisiae genome. Users are able to search the database,

browse by structural and functional classification and com-
pare structure-prediction results between methods, the level
of specific ORFs as well as structural and functional classes.
Given the importance of yeast as a model organism and the
large number of yeast ORFs with uncharacterized structures,
it is anticipated that SPrCY will be a useful service for the
yeast community.
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